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Basic rental agreement or residential lease form

The one-page tenancy agreement is entered into between a landlord and a tenant to create a simple tenancy arrangement. The lease may be of a fixed term or from one month to the next with general terms such as monthly rent, start and end dates, and responsibilities of the public services mentioned. This agreement can only be used
for residential purposes and does not include any disclosure required by the state. Disclosure of lead paint - Must be fixed if the structure of the dwelling was built before 1978. Use the rental app to correctly select people before accepting the rental. Once completed by the potential tenant, the landlord will be able to conduct a criminal and
credit background check. In addition, the landlord will be able to personally verify any employment or other reference provided. Download: Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word (.docx) or Open Document Text (.odt) 1 - The Lease Agreement Template On This Page Is Available as A PDF Or Word Processing File The one-page rental contract can
be obtained by selecting PDF, ODT or Word buttons or links labeled in the same way above. If you have the right software environment, you can prepare this document on screen (as long as it is physically signed by both parties). If not, access these documents as a pdf using your web browser and then print them out. Be sure to save a
copy of your files. 2 - Identify these documents Once you are ready to document the details of the agreement, locate the first statement. Here, we will have to attach a date to these documents with the parties who will enter with a binding signature. Start by presenting the deadline by which this agreement is reached using the first two
empty spaces of this declaration. Now we need to solidify the two parties that will sign this contract. Fill in the landlord's full name (or rental company) on the white line attached to the bracket labeled Landlord. The next part we need to identify is the tenant. That is, the person who will pay the landlord a predetermined amount of rent
periodically in exchange for the right to live on the property in question. Include the full name of each tenant entering this agreement on the next empty space in this statement. 3 - Report on the property and the duration of this agreement The leased property must also be clearly presented. This task must be handled by the item labeled 1.
Property. Note, the wording of this statement, as with the rest of this document, has been defined to provide the necessary information. You will need to make sure that this language is supplemented by on the property, if any. Start with the first white line (between the phrase ... Agrees to rent to the tenant and the words City of ... »).
Provide the building number, the name of the street or road, as well as any apartment or suite number that describes the of the property concerned on this line. The following two white lines in this article are reserved so that you can complete this property description. Record the city and condition where this property is located on these
spaces. The second element of these papers, 2. to define when the tenant will rent the property to the landlord and under what conditions. First, indicate what type of lease it is by checking one of the first two checkboxes. If it is a month-to-month lease, check the first box. If it is a fixed lease, you must mark the second checkbox. This
choice will require additional information. First, enter the number of months or years that this lease will remain in effect on the empty space provided, then mark the checkbox Month or the checkbox Year: set the number you entered. In addition, you must name the first civil date when that lease is in effect and the last civil date of that lease
using the area provided after the words ... Starting On and ... Ending On (respectively). 4 - Solidify the predetermined rent and the amount of the guarantee owed to the landlord The amount of rent that the tenant must pay to the landlord and the time when that payment is to be submitted must be set in the third section (3. Rent).
Document the amount of rent that the tenant agreed to pay on the first white line after the dollar sign in this article. You can declare it as a monthly or annual amount as long as you set it. (See example below). The empty second line will also follow a dollar sign. Use this empty space to document how much money the tenant has to pay
per month. The empty space between the words ... In advance, the day of each month requires the calendar day of each month when the tenant must pay the monthly rent to the landlord. The next statement in this point will also need specific information on this presented situation. Place the month, day and year when the rent and security
deposit for the first month must be received in full by the landlord. Enter the amount of penalty that the tenant must pay for each late payment of rent on the empty space after the term ... Pay a late charge of. These late fees should be defined in more detail in this return by entering the number of days after the past due date when they will
be applied for the first time. For example, if the rent is due on the first of the month and the landlord will charge a $50 fee if it is not paid for three days, enter the dollar amount and the number of days shown in the example below. 'Now that the rent has been solidified, we need to turn our attention to the labeled 4. Deposit. Enter the total
dollar amount that the tenant must submit to the landlord as a security deposit required to move into the first empty space in this return. The name of the the institution where the tenant's security deposit will be held by the landlord should be presented on the empty line after the words ... Security deposit account at 5 - Present several
additional definitions before finalizing this agreement in 5. The Landlord's Agent Section will give you the opportunity to name a particular entity that will represent the landlord's interests and concerns in managing that property. Produce the name of this entity on the empty space after the word Owner. However, the statement Use of
premises will not require any attention, period 7. Public Services provides an area where we should report additional payments for the maintenance of the premises for which the tenant will be liable. By default, the landlord will be willing to pay for water and sewers, electricity, garbage removal, gas and oil. The white line provided in this
area will allow us to determine whether the tenant should pay for public services. For example, if the tenant has to pay for the electricity and cable on their own, cross (or delete) the word Electricity in that statement, and then provide the words Electricity and Cable to the white line. We will have to address the statement in 8. Expulsion.
Use the white line in this article to document the number of days after the due date when the rent is still not paid and the landlord can enact his right to evict the tenant for non-payment. Articles new to sixteen must be read to be understood by both parties before either party signs this document. Sometimes a landlord may need access to
a space, but of course the tenant's privacy must be respected - even if they are not physically at home. If the tenant is travelling for an extended period of time, they will have to inform the landlord. Record the minimum number of days of absenteeism from the premises that require the tenant to notify the landlord of their absence. The
tenant and landlord should read the articles between 18 and 32. These sections will cover the general concerns of a lease while remaining in compliance with federal law. Neither party should sign this document unless both have a clear understanding of the content of these articles. 6 - The tenant and the landlord must solidify this
agreement by producing an enforceable signature This contract will not be considered an accurate representation of what the landlord and tenant have agreed to, unless both have verified that its contents are true and both sign their names. This task will have to be performed personally by each party at the end of this paperwork. First,
record the signing date (the date (on the empty space marked Date under the instruction that reads 32. Signatures. Landlord must sign his name on the landlord's signature to formally enter into this agreement with the tenant. Two blank Tenant Signature lines were provided so that each tenant could sign their name. Each tenant who
signs this agreement must sign their name to a single white line with the Tenant Signature label in this area. If more than two tenants enter into this agreement, you can add more signing areas or provide an attachment with those signatures (make sure that a signing date is also shown on such an attachment. A standard residential rental
agreement is the most widely used owner-tenant contract for residential rentals. This is a fixed arrangement usually lasting one (1) year and the two parties are bound until the end of its mandate. The document must comply with all state statutes and contain all disclosures provided by law. Once the form has been agreed, as well as the
attached disclosures and the security deposit provided by the tenant, the form is ready to be signed by the parties. Residential Rental Application - For landlords and property managers to verify the tenant's criminal and professional history and credit history. By State A standard residential lease is the most basic and popular type of
document used when renting property to a person, known as a tenant. It is highly customizable, which is very important for homeowners and homeowners who wish to modify the agreement based on their needs and the type of property. The 3 main topics that a lease should involve are duration (duration), amount per month or period, and
any type of deposit such as a security deposit or pet. The lease ensures that the rights and responsibilities of the landlord and tenant are insured, depending on the state. Other common names include: basic lease agreement rental contract model apartment rental contract house rental contract single lease When using a residential lease
A residential lease agreement should be used by renting any type of habitable property to a tenant that may include a house, apartment, room, condo , a mobile home or other type of habitable property. It is very important to use a lease to minimize disputes and if a problem results in the need for a court, such as an eviction, a lease is
required for either party to win its case, especially the landlord. What is included in a residential lease? A standard residential lease may include reasons for breaching the lease that would not find tenant who is out of contract. A tenant may violate the lease at any time, however, there are common clauses that do not hold a penalty for
breaching the lease, such as: Military or government associated leave (state and federal laws have authority over the rules to which termination may occur). The health of the tenant or immediate immediate family which requires resettlement. Relocation from the current or new employment of the tenant (depending on local state laws). The
lease should be reviewed for the early termination clauses that allow it to be broken without penalty. If no clause is found, the tenant may attempt to add legal clauses to allow the breach of the lease without penalty. The clauses are provided at the discretion of the landlord or property management company if they act in the best interests
of the landlord. Depending on why the tenant broke the lease, some states offer options that would not hold the tenant liable even when it is not listed in the standard residential tenancy agreement. How to negotiate a residential lease The negotiation of a lease is determined by a multitude of factors beginning with market conditions and
how the property is valued in relation to other leases in the area. The landlord's goal is to collect as much rent as possible each month while mitigating their risk. If the applicant can represent that it would be a stable tenant, the landlord can give him a discount on the monthly amount of the tenancy as well as on utilities or services. The
following are major factors when negotiating a lease: Employment history - The landlord wants to see a long and stable employment history that includes staying in each business for 3-5 years. Anything below that, or long periods of unemployment, will be considered high risk to the landlord. Current pay heels - In order to prove their
income, the landlord would like to see the applicant's pay stubs for the last two weeks. This can be collected directly from the employer or through a bank statement. Past Income - Applicants will be required to collect their final tax returns of 2 to 3 years from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). For employees, it would be Form W-4, for the
self-employed or independent contractors, it would be Form 1099; Pre-payment of rent - If the applicant can pay the rent in advance at the beginning of the lease, the landlord may accept a smaller monthly amount. Especially if the amount is more than 3 months; Security deposit - Due to the establishment by most states of a maximum
amount of security deposit, the tenant may not be able to take full advantage of it; And landlord's background - If the applicant has already rented in his or her life, they should collect contact information from former landlords and property managers as a viable reference. Standard lease vs. month-to-month lease The main difference is in a
standard lease, the duration is fixed under a month-to-month lease, it can be cancelled at any time by the landlord or tenant. Standard fixed lease term (start and end dates); Can't end early; and cannot change the agreement. Renewal of the lease from month to month every month (all-you-can-eat rental); Either party may terminate (in
with month-to-month termination laws); and the agreement can be amended with notice. Frequently asked questions (FAQ) The short answer is no. The landlord and tenant, unless there is a termination clause in the lease, cannot terminate the lease before the end date. Although both parties have the means to sue in an attempt to cancel
the agreement out of court. Landlord's options offer a payment - Negotiate with the tenant what it would take for them to move early. Start by returning their security deposit immediately and offering to pay their moving expenses. Offer free rent - If the landlord would like the tenant to move within 2 to 3 months, get the tenant's consent by
offering free rent until the early termination date. Tenant Options Offer the security deposit - Offer the landlord the security deposit as a good faith effort to exit the lease. This is at least a starting point and is generally more than most tenants do. Offer an additional one-month rent - If the tenant did not have to pay a security deposit at the
beginning of the lease, the landlord may be inclined to take an additional month's rent or an equivalent payment to leave the tenant out of the lease. Advocate financial difficulty - If the tenant can prove to the landlord that they have lost their job, in some cases the landlord will offer a release rather than fight the tenant through eviction.
Claim domestic violence - In some states, such as Nevada, there are laws that allow tenants to break the lease without penalty if the tenant is a victim of domestic violence. Any tenant who is a victim of domestic violence should seek immediate assistance, regardless of local laws. How long does a lease last? The duration of a lease is
identified as one of the requirements of the contract. A rental agreement can be created for the rental from one month to the next, six months, one year or more. Leases are not required to be the same amount of time. At the end of the current lease (fixed term), the landlord may wish to extend the lease to the tenant, as a tenancy
agreement does not automatically renew, unlike a tenancy agreement. The current lease agreement will have to be amended or a new legally binding agreement can also be signed. Should a lease be seen or notarized? In all 50 states, a lease does not need to be signed with a public witness or notary as long as it is only a period of one
(1) year. If longer, states like Florida require additional signature requirements such as this witness. Can I add a roommate to a lease? In the where the tenant adds another person to the residence (roommate, family member, etc.), the rental agreement must be consulted for the requirements. Standard residential leases have guidelines
on who to The additional tenant may be subject to criminal and financial review and a rental history review. In addition, the current lease may need to be reviewed to ensure that the occupancy limit is not exceeded. Can the tenant stay on the property after the lease expires? The tenant will have to read his lease, as most agreements
automatically convert into a month-to-month lease (at will rental) if there is no termination by either party. In most cases, the landlord will send the tenant a lease extension addendum before the end of the original lease to extend the term. The extension will detail the new end date, as well as any other changes, while maintaining the
remainder of the terms of the original lease. Is it possible to transfer a residential lease? Unless the agreement has assignment rights, a lease cannot be transferred to someone else. By default, most leases have language that expressly prohibits the assignment of a lease. Although, a common practice approved by landlords is to allow a
tenant to sublet the property. In a sublease agreement, the tenant reseals the property to another person who pays rent to the tenant who then pays the rent as indicated in the original lease signed with the landlord. In most cases, the tenant will need to obtain the landlord's permission, through the landlord's consent form, before they can
find a subtenant for the property. What happens if the landlord violates the lease? If the landlord violates the tenancy agreement, the tenant, subject to state law, will be required to contact the landlord of the breach. If the landlord does not correct the issue, for example if he does not want to make repairs on the premises, the tenant may
be able to fix the problem himself and deduct from the rent or completely terminate the lease. How to write a standard rental agreement Download: Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word (.docx), Open Document Text (.odt) When writing a residential lease, it is best to have the terms of the agreement fully negotiated between the owner and the
tenant. Once a verbal agreement has been established, the parties can continue to create a written agreement using a model that contains the language necessary in accordance with the law governing the state where the property is located. Step 1 - Fill in the information of parties otherwise known as landlord and tenant, decide who will
be named in the lease. This is an important question that is asked of tenants who are going to live together as well as those who have a romantic relationship. A general rule is that if the can only be taken care of by the income of the two people, so it is advisable that both persons are appointed tenants. If there are children or someone
who will not be registered as a tenant but who lives on the property, they will be named occupiers. Step 2 - Describe the property as the tenant he or she will want to know what is expressly included in the lease. If the property is a condominium, for example, the tenant must ensure that it is included that he or she will have access to all
facets of the property during the period. In addition, if the property includes parking or any other service available and accessible by the tenant, it should be included in the agreement. Step 3 - Rent Amount Before accepting a rent amount, it is a good idea to do a final check of the surrounding area to see the monthly amount offered by
other landlords. This can be done by using RentoMeter which has used third party resources (3rd) to inform a potential tenant if they pay too much by giving the median rent for a market area. It is important to read what is included in the rent, such as utilities and services, as well as how the payment should be made and what day of the



month it is due. Delay charges - If there is to be a late fee, it should be clearly established between the landlord and the tenant. Most often, there is a fee for each payment day is late or for each event. Some states have maximum limits, so it is best to search for laws where the property is located. Step 4 - Utilities and services Almost as
important as the monthly rent are the utilities and services that are included in the lease. Depending on the area of the property, utilities and services are essential for the daily life of the tenant, including: Examples include: Electricity Waste /Recyclable Water/Sewer Cable/Internet Heat (gas, propane, etc.) Air conditioning Lawn
Maintenance (suburban areas) Snow removal (suburban areas) Step 5 - Make sure that every appliance and furniture that is mentioned in the property exists. If this is not the case, at the end of the agreement, the landlord will be required to claim everything mentioned in the lease as part of the property. If a moving checklist is being
completed, this is not a huge problem, but the tenant should re-stop to make sure everything is included in the lease. Step 6 - Lease Term In most cases, a standard lease has a term of 12 months. Although, in some situations, such as if the tenant has employment restrictions or other matters, the agreement can be made for any fixed
period of time. The tenant must enter the period that best suits his situation. Step 7 - Guarantee Deposit A security deposit is an amount of money held in an escy account by the landlord. The funds are fully returned to the tenant at the end of the agreement, pending any damage to the The security deposit is a safety net for the landlord in
case the tenant decides not to pay the rent, leave the property earlier or if, at the end of the term, there is damage to the premises. If there is damage to the property at the end of the lease, the landlord usually provide a detailed list of all repairs that have been done and their amount. Maximum amounts ($) - Statutory limits for each state.
Return of security deposit - The landlord will be required to return the security deposit to the tenant within the time required by the state. Step 8 - Early termination If the landlord and tenant decide to allow the termination of the agreement, it can be done at or without a fee by either party. If fees are charged, they are usually equal to one (1)
month's rent and give the other party thirty (30) days' notice. This section can be fully negotiated between the landlord and the tenant. There are no laws or requirements of the state that restrict this section. Step 9 - Smoking Policy If there is a smoking policy, it should be mentioned in the agreement. By default, if it is not stated that the law
is prohibited, the tenant may have the right to smoke. In California, for example, it is necessary for each lease to mention what the policy is on the premises. Step 10 - Pets Although technically considered an occupant, pets are not a landlord's best friend. Even if they are allowed on the property, the landlord must indicate exactly what
types are allowed so that an organic tenant does not have farm animals on the premises. In addition, it is recommended that the landlord place a maximum weight for the responsibility of the animal (dangerous dogs tend to be larger) and damage to the premises. In most states, a landlord is allowed to charge an additional pet fee or
deposit separate from the security deposit. A landlord can use the Pet Rental Addendum to set rules for pets on their property. Step 11 - Lead-based paint disclosure form Lead-based May the most important disclosure is to identify the existence of lead-based paint on the premises to a new tenant. Under the federal law (42 U.S. Code -
4852d), if the structure of the property was built before 1978, the landlord will be required to issue disclosure to the tenant. The disclosure warns the tenant that if they were to see flaking, deterioration or cracking of the paint on the premises, they would immediately contact the landlord and the authorities. Immediately.
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